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Abstract. We study the finite volume effect of the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to muon g-2, ahvp
µ ,in lattice QCD by comparison with two different volumes,
L4 = (5.4)4 and (8.1)4 fm4 , at physical pion. We perform the lattice computation of highly
precise vector-vector current correlator with optimized AMA technique on N f = 2 + 1
PACS gauge configurations in Wilson-clover fermion and stout smeared gluon action at
one lattice cut-off, a−1 = 2.33 GeV. We compare two integrals of ahvp
µ , momentum integral and time-slice summation, on the lattice and numerically show that the different
size of finite volume effect appears between two methods. We also discuss the effect
of backward-state propagation into the result of ahvp
with the different boundary condiµ
tion. Our model-independent study suggest that the lattice computation at physical pion
is important for correct estimate of finite volume and other lattice systematics in ahvp
µ .

1 Introduction
The muon anomalous magnetic moment (g-2) is an essential observable for a rigorous test of the
standard model (SM). The experimental value of muon g-2 has been measured a couple of decades ago
= 11 659 209.1(5.4)(3.3) × 10−10 has been the highest
in BNL E821 experiment, and the value aE821
µ
precision of muon g-2 measurement [1, 2]. On the other hand, by the recent development of QED
loop computation at 5-loop order [3], its accuracy is achieved to O(102 ) magnitude higher than aE821
.
µ
While the electroweak interaction contribution involving W ± , Z and Higgs is sub-leading order and its
, the leading order of QCD contribution, computed
precision is an O(10) magnitude higher than aE821
µ
from phenomenological description of hadronic vacuum polarization (HVP) with e+ e− → hadron
. Moreover the
cross section or τ → hadron decay, has a large uncertainty similar to error of aE821
µ
next-to-leading order of QCD contribution, mainly light-by-light contribution, is still under discussion
about a possible uncertainty due to model dependence [4]. To resolve the issue of so-called muon
g-2 anomaly, which is a discrepancy between experiment and the SM calculation currently being
2.4–3.6σ, we need to reduce uncertainties of both QCD and experiment as possible. The upcoming
experiment in FermiLab [5] and J-PARC [6] is aiming for a factor 4 improvement from aE821
up to
µ
the next decade, and so that the same order of precision should be achieved even from the theoretical
side.
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hvp

In this proceedings we focus on the lattice QCD computation of aµ using connected HVP diagram on two volumes, L = 5.4 and 8.1 fm, at physical pion (mπ  0.14 GeV), namely there are
two variations of mπ L = 3.8 and 5.8, in order for a solid study of finite volume effect in lattice QCD
without effective models. Our lattice setup is not necessary to take the chiral extrapolation, and thus
it is not only a removal of uncertainty of chiral extrapolation but also possible to straightforwardly
compare finite volume effect in infrared region on two different lattice sizes. Although this enables us
to perform a rigorous test of lattice study of finite volume effect, the statistical noise apparently matters, especially in infrared region [7]. To overcome such an issue, we utilize highly optimized AMA
techniques reported in [8] to significantly reduce the computational cost rather than original proposals [9–11]. It is successful to be achieved into sufficiently high precision to realize the discrepancy
between two volumes in infrared region. Furthermore reducing the computational cost, we can also
precisely investigate the boundary effect, which is regarded as one of the finite volume effects, into
hvp
integrand of aµ . Our study provides an essential instruction for the future lattice QCD computation
hvp
to reach sub-percent level of aµ .
hvp

2 Lattice computation of aµ

Since the lattice QCD calculation is defined on Euclidean space-time, conventional representation of
hvp
aµ as the integral of vacuum polarization function (VPF) Π(Q) with respect to Euclidean momentum
squared Q2 from zero to infinity,
 αe 2  ∞
hvp
dQ2 KE (Q2 )Π̂(Q2 ), Π̂(Q2 ) ≡ Π(Q2 ) − Π(0),
(1)
aµ =
π
0
√
s
1 3 1 − ŝZ( ŝ)
ŝ − ŝ2 + 4 ŝ
KE (s) = 2 ŝZ ( ŝ)
(2)
, ŝ = 2 ,
, Z( ŝ) = −
2 ŝ
mµ
1 + ŝZ 2 ( ŝ)
mµ
which is derived as a consequence of the analytic continuation from original representation in timelike momentum q2 (= −Q2 ) [12, 13], is useful. KE has been known as the QED kernel given from oneloop computation, and αe is a fine structure constant, αe = 1/137.03599914. In this representation,
Π̂ denotes the renormalized VPF at Q2 = 0, and so that this integral is converged into finite number.
hvp
On the lattice computation of aµ , since the lattice data is discretized due to a finite lattice spacing
on a finite box, basically we convert its integral to the definite summation up to a edge of lattice. In
this paper we use two different ways to evaluate Eq. (1) on the lattice; one is the direct Q2 integral
of Eq. 1 using the continuous function of VPF obtained by fitting lattice data, and another one is an
time-slice summation of vector-vector current correlator on the lattice using the conversion of Eq.(1)
into Euclidean coordinate space-time, so called “time-momentum representation” (TMR) [14]. We
will define each representation below.
2.1 Momentum integral

First, we briefly introduce the traditional method to evaluate Eq. 1 from VPF. The VPF is evaluated
from the Fourier transformation of vector-vector current correlator,


VµEM (x)VνEM (0)eiQx = (Q2 δµν − Qµ Qν )Π(Q), VµEM (x) =
eq Vµq (x),
(3)
x

q

with quark electric charge, eq = (u, d, s, · · · ). In this paper, we use three quark flavors, q = (u, d, s).
Lattice momentum is discretized as Qµ = 2πnµ /Lµ , nµ ∈ (−Lµ /2, Lµ /2]. Since the local vector current,
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Vµloc = ZV q̄(x)γµ q(x), on the lattice does not satisfy the Ward-Takahashi identity, the point-splitting
current form,

1
Vµcv (x) = q̄(x + aµ̂)(1 + γµ )Uµ† (x)q(x) − q̄(x)(1 − γµ )Uµ (x)q(x + aµ̂) ,
(4)
2
can be defined as the conserved current. As used in [7, 15, 16], we employ the vector-vector current
correlator composed of the combination of conserved and local current. It is convenient to avoid
contact term [15], while its Ward-Takahashi identity is partially conserved. In order to correct such
a non-conservation, the Z factor, ZV = 0.95153(76)(1487) evaluated from Schrödinger functional
method [17] is used. In this paper we only compute the connected diagram.
For the evaluation of aµ from the integral of Eq. (1), the fit function with Padé approximation [18],
m


Ak 
,
(5)
Πfit (Q) = C + P[n,m] (Q2 ), P[n,m] = Q2 A0 δn,m+1 +
2
Q + Bk
k=1

with the same convention as [7] is commonly used as model independent way. The parameters Ak ,
Bk govern the dependence of Q2 and C is extrapolated value of renormalization constant Π(0). This
ansatz is used for a convergence test as increase of the order of [n, m], which corresponds to the
number of pole contributing to low-Q2 region.
2.2 Time-slice summation

Using the vector-vector current correlator at zero momentum in spatial direction i,

C(t) =
d3 xVicv (x, t)Viloc (0),

(6)

hvp

aµ in Eq. (1) can be also represented as
 ∞
hvp
aµ = 4α2e mµ
dtt3C(t)K̃(t),
0

K̃(t) =

2
mµ t 3



0

∞

dω
KE (ω2 )[ω2 t2 − 4 sin2 (ωt/2)], (7)
ω

as shown in [14]. On the lattice, however, C(t) is obtained at a discretized time-slice in the lattice unit
a limited to finite temporal length Nt , it thus becomes summation of C(t) multiplied with K̃(t) up to a
half length of lattice temporal extension 1 . Setting the cutting edge tcut < Nt a/2 in an integral of Eq. 7,
the lattice representation is
 ∞
t
cut /a


dω
hvp
[aµ ]lat (tcut ) ≡
C(t)Wt (t), Wt (t) = 8α2e
(8)
KE (ω2 ) ω2 t2 − 4 sin2 (ωt/2) ,
ω
0
t/a=0
in which the expression of K̃ in Eq. (7) is substituted.
We also note that the representation of Eq. (8) is not unique on the lattice since the lattice momentum is not uniquely defined. If we use sin functional form of lattice momentum, Q̃ = 2a−1 sin(Qµ /2a),
such a representation is changed to
 ∞
t
cut /a


ωdω
hvp
[ãµ ]lat (tcut ) = 8α2e
C(t)
KE (ω2 ) ω̃2 t2 − 4 sin2 (ωt/2) ,
(9)
2
ω̃
0
t/a=0

where we use ω̃ = 2a−1 sin(aQ/2). The trivial difference between Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) is at t = a,
hvp
hvp
in which the integrand of [ãµ ]lat is zero, besides that of [aµ ]lat is non-zero. This discrepancy is
regarded as the lattice artifact due to violating Lorentz symmetry on the lattice.

1 In periodic or anti-periodic boundary condition, backward-state propagation significantly affects as finite volume correction. We numerically study in section 4.
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Table 1. Table of parameters of PACS gauge ensembles. L and T denote spatial and temporal length. In
Wilson-clover fermion, Kl and K s denotes kappa values for light and strange quark flavors respectively.

L/a
96[8.1 fm]
64[5.4 fm]

T/a
96[8.1 fm]
64[5.4 fm]

Kl
0.126117
0.126117

Ks
0.124790
0.124902

mπ (GeV)
0.1461(4)
0.1385(9)

mK (GeV)
0.5242(3)
0.5004(4)

mπ L
6.0
3.9

configs.
50
87

3 Lattice set-up and its parameter
In this proceedings, we use gauge configurations of non-perturbatively O(a) improved Wilson fermion
in N f = 2 + 1 on stout smeared gauge action with β = 1.82 at physical point (see Table 1). PACS
collaboration have generated it on two different volumes L/a = 64 and 96, corresponding to 5.4 fm4
and 8.1 fm3 , at a cut-off scale a−1 = 2.332(18) [17, 19].
In the measurement of vector-vector current correlator, we apply the AMA technique [9–11] to
boost the statistical accuracy. AMA is defined with the master formula for the measurement of target
observable O, which is vector-vector current correlator in this case,
OAMA =

Norg
NG

1   (org) f
1 
− O(appx) f +
O(appx) g ,
O
Norg f ∈G
NG g∈G

(10)

with covariant transformation g ∈ G under subset of its symmetry G. Here G corresponds to translational symmetry and its size is NG for approximation and Norg for original. In [8], one of the authors
have developed the highly optimized AMA using SAP deflation preconditioning [20, 21]. From the
practical point of view, aiming for NG ∼ O(103 ), we tune the parameter of approximation to be small
(org)
are strongly correlated, as ∆r  NG /2 ∼ O(10−4 ) for the scaling
∆r [9–11], in which O(appx) and
√O
of statistical error close to 1/ NG .
In the computation of OAMA , we use a method with fixed number of iteration of General Conjugate
Residual (GCR) solver with SAP deflation as used in [8]. In a generation of SAP deflation field, the
domain block size, the number of SAP cycle ncy and the number of deflation vector are tuned. SAP
is used in not only preconditioning of GCR, but also generation of deflation field overlapping with
low-mode dominance by smoothing technique (inexact deflation [21]).

4 Numerical results
4.1 Analysis of vector-vector current correlator

First, we show the time-slice dependence of vector-vector current correlator C(t) from short to long
hvp
distance in Figure 1. For the computation of aµ using eq. (8), we need to know the precise behavior
of C(t) in the infrared region. Our high-statistics result boosted by AMA method show a clear signal
beyond t = 2.5 fm, which is a temporal edge of 644 lattice, and it thus enables us to compare between
different volumes in the infrared region. On our gauge ensembles, the effective mass plot of C(t) in
right of Figure 1 shows the vector meson mass is smaller than rho meson mass at t > 1.2 fm. Since
energy of two light pions (mπ < 0.145 GeV) in large volume (L = 8.1
 fm) is smaller than threshold of
rho meson, such a state, which has the energy among mρ > Eππ > 2 m2π + (2π/L)2 ≈ 0.421 GeV, may
be a main contribution as the ground state in infrared region. It turns out that, on the gauge ensemble
we used, C(t) contains the contribution of not the asymptotic state of single particle but the multihadron state as a consequence of utilization of physical pion mass. We note that the effective mass at

4
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0.01

Eππ on 964 lattice
Eππ on 644 lattice
770 MeV
Light, L/a=64, T/a=64
Light, L/a=96, T/a=96
Strange L/a=64, T/a=64
Strange L/a=96, T/a=96

1.5
0.001

effective mass (GeV)

L/a=64, T/a=64
L/a=96, T/a=96

<VV>(t)

0.0001
1e-05
1e-06
1e-07

1

1e-08

0.5
1e-09

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

0

4

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

t fm

t fm

Figure 1. (Left) The vector-vector correlator as a function of time-slice in fm unit. (Right) Effective mass plot of
vector-vector corrent correlator on each lattice box.

strange quark flavor on L/a = 96 is slightly heavier than L/a = 64, in which the kappa parameter for
sea strange quark is set to being different (see Table 1).
hvp

4.2 Computation of aµ

with time-slice summation
hvp

In this section we investigate the volume dependence for the integrand of [aµ ]lat (see Eq. (8)) and
its time-slice summation. The integrand at time-slice t and summation over its time-slice up to tcut of
light quark contribution on each lattice volume is compared in Figure 2. Light quark contribution is
hvp
hvp
dominated in [aµ ]lat (strange contribution is a few percent magnitude for [aµ ]lat as a consequence
of its large mass and 1/5 = (e s /el )2 factor of electric charge ratio). Compared between L/a = 96 and
L/a = 64 lattice, the integrand at light quark flavor has similar shape and its time-slice summation is
not significantly different even at tcut = 2.5 fm. We observe that FV correction on L/a = 64 is similar
order of magnitude as statistical fluctuation.
From Figure 3 we compare two sizes of temporal length to observe the effect of BSP on L/a = 64
hvp
lattice. It significantly appears that from t = 2.4 fm for integrand such a contribution to [aµ ]lat is
thus maximally 4% contribution at tcut = 2.5 fm.
hvp

4.3 Computation of aµ

in Q2 integral

Figure 4 plots the lattice data of VPF and integrand as a function of Q2 computed on 964 and 644
lattice. To obtain Π̂(Q), which is renormalized by subtraction to Π(0), in Eq. (1), we perform the
extrapolation for Π(0) and interpolation between discretized Q2 with a Padé ansatz. As used in Mainz
group [7], we employ [2, 1] degree of Padé ansatz to fit lattice VPF data. The chi-squared fitting with
Padé ansatz is working well for both lattices. We observe that, in low-Q2 below Q2 ≈ 0.3 GeV2 ,
the significant discrepancy of VPF at light quark flavor between 964 and 644 lattices appears, and its
discrepancy then decreases as Q2 increases. This may be due to FV effect in VPF since low-Q2 region
around hadronic scale Q2 ∼ Λ2 is suffered large FV correction.

5 Discussion
hvp

Figure 5 shows a summary plot of aµ at light quark flavor as mπ L dependence. FV effect will
differently contribute between time-slice summation and Q2 integral, where Q2 integral may largely

5
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Figure 2. (Left) Integrand of [ahvp
µ ]lat in Eq. (8) divided by lattice spacing as a function of time-slice in physical
unit. Different symbols denote the results in each gauge ensemble at light flavor. (Right) Time-slice summation
for [ahvp
µ ]lat up to tcut at light quark flavor. Different symbols denote the data of each gauge ensemble.
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Figure 3. Difference of integrand divided by lattice spacing (left) and time-slice summation up to tcut from
L/a = 64, T/a = 128 lattice to L/a = 64, T/a = 64 lattice at light quark flavor.

suffer the FV effect as positive contribution. This is due to extrapolation into Q2 = 0 from large Q2
point, for instance Q2 = 0.052 GeV2 which is the minimum Q2 on 644 lattice. The peak position
of the integrand (see Figure 4) has more than 10 times smaller than our minimum points, and it is
thus a consequence of large uncertainty of FV effect missing in Q2 integral between the minimum
Q2 point and peak position. Fortunately its effect is remedied on 964 lattice, and in fact Figure 5
also indicated that two results in Q2 integral and time-slice summation at light quark flavor becomes
consistent within 1 σ error. Our study points out that in the physical pion, large lattice size as L = 8
fm and more is needed to test consistency between both methods.
In our study, there are several systematics which has not been taken into account. First, since there
hvp
is only one lattice cut-off scale on this ensemble, the lattice artifact effect involved into aµ can not be
hvp
measured directly. We however partially estimate it by comparison with the representation of [ãµ ]lat
in Eq. (9). On such a way, lattice artifact correction appears in short time-slice, especially at t/a = 1,
hvp light
and for the integral it thus affects constant shift. The magnitude of shift for [aµ ]lat at tcut = 3.02 fm
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Figure 4. (Left) The Q2 dependence of VPF extracted from Fourier transformed vector-vector current correlator
at light quark flavor. Different symbols denote the data on different volumes. The curved band show the fitting
function of Padé approximation with [n, m] = [2, 1] degree. The filled circle- and squared-symbol is an extrapolated result with Padé approximation. The cross-symbol is an extrapolated result with linear function using the
lowest two Q2 . (Right) This is a plot of integrand of ahvp
in Eq.(1) as a function of Q2 . The data is obtained
µ
by subtraction of renormalization constant Π(0) extrapolated by fitting function drawn in left figure. The curved
band obtained from fitting function is a function for Q2 integral. Symbols are same as left panel.

is,

 hvp light
light 
10
[ãµ ]lat − [ahvp
µ ]lat  × 10 = 9.1(8.9),

(11)

which is roughly 1.7% effect for total light flavor contribution. Note that this difference is only a
consequence of discretized space-time on finite lattice spacing. The other lattice artifact caused by
chiral symmetry breaking in Wilson-clover fermion should be estimated in the future using different
cut-off scale. Second, as mentioned before, this is a calculation of only connected diagram, and the
disconnected piece as SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking in electromagnetic current is other missing
factor in our analysis. Although several papers [7, 22, 23] for computation of the disconnected piece
hvp
in lattice QCD have reported a negative contribution to aµ as 1.5%, it will be tested on this ensemble
in the next work.
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